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(iv) If K is regular and A and B are stationary, then Ax E is K-compact iff An B is stationary. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, let K be a fixed, uncountable ordinal. As usual, an ordinal 
is equal to the set of smaller ordinals; thus for ordinals (Y, /3, a E p and (Y <p mean 
the same thing. A subset of K is assumed to have the relative topology induced by 
the order topology on K. It is known [3; 2, 5.5.22 (h), (i) and 5.5.18(a)] that every 
AC K has all of the properties (l)-(7) in the diagram (0) below, where (i)+(j) 
means that a space having (i) has (j) in general. The purpose of this paper is to 
consider the problem when, for A, B c K, the product space A x B has those 
properties. In particular, we prove the statements in the abstract together with some 
related ones. 






(4) strong + (6) countable + (5) expandability 
(0) 
D-property paracompactness 
We now state the definitions of the properties (l)-(7) in the diagram (0) from 
which all of the implications are deduced. By a directed cover we mean a cover 021 
of a space such that U, VE 4!l implies that there exists WE 3 with U u Vc W. A 
space X is said to have the shrinking property (respectively strong D-property) if 
every open cover (respectively directed open cover) 011 of X can be shrunk, i.e., 
there exists an open cover Yf = {V(U): U E “u} of X such that clx V(U) c U for 
each U E 321; the open cover 2r is called a shrinking of u2I (cf. [9]). For the definitions 
of normality and collectionwise normality, see [2]. A space X is called expandable 
if for every locally finite collection 9 of closed sets in X, there exists a locally finite 
collection 9 = {G(F): F E 9) of open sets in X such that F c G(F) for each F E 9; 
the collection $ is called a locallyfinite, open expansion of 5 (cf. [5]). By [2, 5.5.161, 
a space X is countably paracompact if and only if every countable, locally finite 
collection of closed sets in X has a locally finite, open expansion. For later use, we 
define the weak D(w)-property as a special case of the following: For an infinite 
cardinal A, a space X has the weak D(A)-property if for every discrete collection 
{F,)z,,, of closed sets in X, there exists a collection { Gv}vih of open sets in X such 
that F, = G, for each Y E A and nvth cl, G, = Id. 
All undefined terms will be found in [2] or [7]. For a set S, ISI denotes the 
cardinality of S. A cardinal is an initial ordinal and w (respectively 0,) is used to 
denote the first infinite (respectively first uncountable) ordinal. For an ordinal (Y, 
cf(cu) stands for the cofinality of LY, and (Y is called regular if (Y is a limit and 
cf(cu)=cu.Ifp<a,thenwewrite(p,a]={r:P<r~LY}and[P,(y]={y:P~y~(y}. 
Note that parentheses (. , .) are used only to denote an element of a product. 
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Moreover, throughout the paper, we assume that subspaces A, B of K do not contain 
0. Hence, {X n (p, (~1: p < cy E X} is a base of the topology of X when X is A or B. 
2. Preliminaries 
For A c K, a set S c A is said to be unbounded in A if sup S = sup A in K + 1. For 
a limit ordinal LY E K + 1, a set S c (Y is said to be stationary in (Y if S n C # 0 for 
each closed unbounded set C in CY. We assume familiarity with closed unbounded 
sets and stationary sets of (cf. [7, Ch. II, 561). From now on, 
l U(A) denotes the set of all unbounded sets in A; 
l C(A) denotes the set of all closed unbounded sets in A; and 
l S(a) denotes the set of all stationary sets in a. 
For each limit ordinal (Y E K + 1, with cf(a) = A, we define a closed embedding e, 
of A into (Y as follows: If A = cr, then e, is the identity of LY. If A <a, then there is 
a mapf:A+a such thatf[A]E U( ) cy and f(p) <f(p’) when /1< /1’ (cf. [7, Ch. I, 
Lemma 10.311). Define the map e, by e,(p) = sup{f( v)+ 1: v < p} for p E A. Then 
we have the following lemma; the proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 2.1. If cf(Ly) = A, then the following are valid: 
(2.1.1) e,[A]E C(a), and e,(p)< e,(p’) if p <p’. 
(2.1.2) e, curries A homeomorphically to e,[A]. 
(2.1.3) For each p E A, cf(p) = cf(e,(p)). 
(2.1.4) For a set SC a, SE S(a) if and only ife,‘[S]E S(A). 
For convenience, we often consider e, as a map from A to K and for A c K, we 
write e,‘[A] instead of e,‘[A n m]. 
The following lemmas are well known (cf. [7, Ch. II, $6]), but are stated usually 
for a regular cardinal (Y. The general case given here can easily be reduced to the 
regular case if one use (2.1.4) above. 
Lemma 2.2. Let a be an ordinal with cf(a) 2 w, and SE S(a). Then S can be 
decomposed into cf(a) disjoint members of S(a). 
Lemma 2.3 (cf. also [8, Theorem 4.401). Assume that LY is an ordinal with cf(a) 2 w, , 
S E S(a) and f: S + a is a map such that f(y) < y for each y E S. Then there exists 
-yO~cu such that {rES:f(y)<y,,}ES(cz). 
3. Results and problems 
We state our theorems and corollaries. All of the theorems will be proved in the 
next section. 
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Theorem A. For A, B c K, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A x B has the shrinking property. 
(b) A x B is collectionwise normal. 
(c) A x B is normal. 
(d) For each a, p E K + 1 with A = cf(a) = cf(p) 2 w,, thefollowingconditions (d,)- 
(d3) hold: 
(d,) If a&A and p g B, then An a & S(a) or B n p g S(p) or e,‘[A] n 
ej’[ B] E S(h). 
(d,) IfcrEAandpaB, thenAno$U(a)orBn/3gS(P). 
(d3) uo(YAandpEB, thenAna&S(a) orBnp&U(/?). 
Theorem B. For A, B = K, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(e) A x B has the strong D-property. 
(f) A x B is expandable. 
(g) A x B is countably paracompact. 
(h) A x B has the weak D(w)-property. 
(i) For each a, PEK+~ such that A =cf(cr)=cf(/3)aW, and e,‘[A]nep’[B]G 
S(A), the following conditions (i,)-(i3) hold: 
(i,) Ifcv&AandpEB, thenAna&S(a)orBnP&S(P). 
(iJ If Ly E A and p & B, then An a +Z U(a) or B n p cz S(p). 
(i3) If a e A and p E B, then An (Y fT S(a) or B n p & U(p). 
We now draw several corollaries from Theorems A and B. First of all, since (d) 
implies (i), we get: 
Corollary 3.1. If A, B c K and A x B is normal, then A x B has the strong D-property 
and is expandable. 
The next follows immediately from Theorem B: 
Corollary 3.2. For all ordinals a and p, a x p has the strong D-property and is 
expandable. 
In Corollary 3.2, “expandable” cannot be replaced by “normal”, because w, x 
(w, + 1) is not normal. See [l] for a necessary and sufficient condition for (Y, p in 
order that LY x p is normal (and hence, has the shrinking property by Theorem A). 
In CaSe K =W1, the situation is much simpler. In fact, both of the conditions (d) 
and (i) are then no other than (f’) in the following corollary. Thus, we have: 
Corollary 3.3. For A, B c W, , the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a’) A x B has the shrinking property. 
(b’) A x B is collectionwise normal. 
(c’) A x B is normal. 
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(d’) A x B is expandable. 
(e’) A x B has the weak D( w)-property. 
(f’) A&S(o,) or BgS(w,) OrAn Bus. 
If A and B are disjoint members of S(w,), then by Corollary 3.3, A x B is not 
normal. This provides a very simple example, in ZFC, of small, first countable, 
normal spaces whose product is not normal. The following is immediate from 
Corollary 3.3. 
Corollary 3.4. For each A c w, , A2 has the shrinking property and is collectionwise 
normal and expandable. 
In view of Corollary 3.3, it is reasonable to ask what topological properties P 
satisfy that, for A, B E S(K), A x B has P if and only if A A B E S(K). The following 
theorems partially answer this question. Recall from [6] that for an infinite cardinal 
A, a space X has the D(A)-property if every monotone increasing, open cover { U,},,, 
of X can be shrunk. For the definition of the weak D(A)-property, see Section 1. 
Theorem C. Assume that K is the least cardinal greater than a regular cardinal A. 
Then for A, B c K, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a”) A x B has the D( A )-property. 
(b”) A x B has the weak D(A) -property. 
(c”) AGS(K) or BBS(K) orAnBES(K). 
In (a”) and (b”) above, A cannot be replaced by a smaller cardinal. To show this, 
let S,, i = 1, 2, be disjoint members of S(w,) and let A, = Si LJ {y: w, < y < w2} for 
i = 1, 2. Then A, n A,E S(w,) but A, x A2 fails to have the weak D(w)-property by 
Corollary 3.3. 
For an infinite cardinal A, a space X is called A-compact if every SC X with 
ISI 2 A has an accumulation point. Unlike the properties considered above, not every 
subspace of K is A-compact. It is easily checked that if K is regular, then A c K is 
K-COrnpaCt if and only if either A e! U(K) or A E S(K). 
Theorem D. Assume that K is regular. Then for A, B E S(K), A x B is K-Compact if 
and only ifAn BE S(K). 
As an application, we get the following result due to van Douwen and Lutzer [lo]: 
Corollary 3.5. Assume that K is regular, A, B E S(K) and An B = 0. Then there is no 
continuous map from A onto an unbounded subset of B. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a continuous map f: A+ B such that f(A) E U(B). 
Then, since A is K-COrnpaCt, so is f(A), and hence f(A) E S(K). By Theorem D, 
Ax A is K-COmpaCt, but Ax f(A) is not. This contradicts the fact that K-compactness 
is preserved under continuous maps. 0 
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We conclude this section with open problems: 
(i) Are the properties (l)-(3) in the diagram (0) equivalent for any subspace of 
the product K X K? 
(ii) Are the properties (4)-(7) in the diagram (0) equivalent for any subspace 
of the product K X K ? 
(iii) Is Ax B countably metacompact for any A, B c K? Recall from [4] that a 
space X is countably metacompact if for any countable, monotone increasing, open 
cover 1 KIntw of X, there is a closed cover {F,,},,, of X such that F,, c U,, for each 
n E w. 
(iv) For a (not necessarily regular) uncountable ordinal K, find a topological 
property$suchthatforeachA,BES(~),A~Bhas$ifandonlyifAnBES(K). 
(v) Under what conditions on a space X, is the product X x S normal for each 
s E S(WI)? 
4. Proof of the theorems 
First, we prove Theorems A and B. By the diagram (0) in the introduction, the 
following implications are obvious: 




(e) + (g) + (f) (i) 
Since a normal, expandable space is collectionwise normal (cf. [2, 5.5.18(a)]), (c) 
combined with (f) implies (b). Moreover, (c) implies (h) as the above diagram 
shows. Hence, (c) + (b) follows from (h) + (f). Thus, it remains to prove the following 
implications: (c) + (d), (d) + (a), (h) + (i), (i) + (e), and (i) + (f). 
We begin by proving (h)+ (i), for which we need the following lemmas: 
Lemma4.1.AssumethatA,Bc~,(y,PE~+l,A=cf(a)=cf(p)~w,,Ancu~ U(Q), 
B n j3 E S(p) and e,‘[A] n e,‘[B] E S(A). Then there exist C E C(B n /3) and a map 
rp:C+Ancu such that 
(4.1.1) cp[C] E U(A n a); 
(4.1.2) $6, 6’~ C and 6 < 6’, then (p(6) < (~(6’); and 
(4.1.3) {(v(~),S):~EC} isadiscrete, closedsetin (An(a+l))x(Bnp). 
Proof. By (2.1.1), B n e,[h] E C(B n/3). If we put S = ep’[B], then S is homeomor- 
phictoBnep[A] by(2.1.2).Hence,itsufficestofind TE C(S)andamap+: T+An 
a such that 
(4.1.1’) +[ T] E U(A n a); 
(4.1.2’) If V, V’E T and V< Y’, then $(Y) < $(Y’); and 
(4.1.3’) {(q(v), v): v E T} is a discrete, closed set in (An (a + 1)) x S. 
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In fact, if we define C = ep[ T] and cp = $0 (ep’] C), then C and cp satisfy (4.1.1)- 
(4.1.3). Since e,‘[A]n SE S(h), there exists C, E C(A) such that 
C, n e,‘[A] n S = 0. (1) 
Since Ana!~ U(cr) and cf(a)=h, there is a mapf:e,[A]+Ana such that 
and 
ycf(-y) for each YE e,[A]; (2) 
f(r) <f(Y) if Y < 7’. (3) 
Let C2 = {V E A : f( e, (v')) < e,, (v) for each V’ < v}. Then it is easily checked that 
C*E C(A). Define 
T=C,nC,nS and $=((foea)JT. 
Then TE C(S), because SE S(A) by (2.1.4). We show that T and $ satisfy (4.1.1’)- 
(4.1.3’). Since TE U(A), e,[T] E U(a), and hence it follows from (2) that I,!J[T] = 
f[e,[ T]]E U(a), proving (4.1.1’). (4.1.2’) follows from (2.1.1) and (3). Finally, to 
prove(4.1.3’),putD={($(v), Y): v~T},andlet(y,~)~(An(cu+l))xS.Itsuffices 
to find a neighborhood U of (y, 5) in (a + 1) x A with ( I/ n DI s 1. By the definitions 
of D and T, we only need to consider the case where .$E T and & is a limit ordinal. 
Since T c C, n S, .$EG e,‘[A] by (l), and hence e,(t) # y. We distinguish two cases: 
In case e,(t)< y, put lJ=(e,([), y]x([+l). Then ($(v), V)E UnD implies 
that 
e,([)<+(V) and VG[. (4) 
If v < 6, then (cI( V) =f( e, ( v)) < e, ([), because 5 E T c C2. This contradicts (4), and 
hence u n D= {(IL(l), 5)). 
In case e,( 5) > y, 5 being a limit, there is 5’ < 5 such that e,(t’) 2 y. Put V = 
(y+l)x(.$‘,t]. If (+(v’), V’)E V, then +(v’)< y and &‘<I/‘. By (2.1.1) and (2), 
e,(5’)~e,(V’)<f(e,(v’))=rL(V’)~y, 
which contradicts the fact that e, (5’) 2 ‘y. Hence, V n D = 0. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 4.1, let /1 be an injinite cardinal 
with p <A. Then the following statements are valid: If a E A, then (An (a + 1)) x 
(B n /3) does not have the weak D(p)-property. If An a E S(a), then (An a) x 
(B n /3) does not have the weak D(p)-property. 
Proof. Put X=(An(cr+l))x(Bnp) and Y=(Ancr)x(Bnp). By Lemma 4.1, 
thereexistCEC(BnP)andcp:C~AnLusatisfying(4.1.1)-(4.1.3).SinceCES(P) 
and p <A = cf(p), it follows from Lemma 2.2 that C is the union of a disjoint 
collection {C,},,, c S(p). For each v E /1, put 
D, = {((~(a), 6): 8 E C,]. 
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Then D,= Y and by (4.1.3), {DV}VtCL is a discrete collection of closed sets in X. 
For each v E p, let U, be an open set in X with D, c U,. To prove the first statement, 
assuming that (Y E A, we show that 
n dx U, ~8. (9 YE@ 
For each v E p and 6 E C,, there exists g,(6) < 6 such that 
{(p(6), 6’): g”(8) < 8’~ 6 and 8’~ B}c U,. 
Since C, E S(p), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that there exist 6, E p and CL E U( C,) 
such that gy(8) < 6, for each 6 E CL. Since p <A = cf(p), there exists 6, E B n p 
with 6, > supU+ 6,. For each v E F, if we put 
A, = {p(S): 6 E Cl and 6 2 a,}, 
then A, x (6,) c U,. Since A,E U(Ana) by (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), (a, &)E 
cl,(A, x {a,}) c cl, U,, which proves (5). 
To prove the second statement, it suffices to show that 
n ch4~,n~~~(d (6) 
"EP 
when An (Y E S(a). Let 6, and A, be the same as above. Since p < A = cf(a), 
n YEIL cl, A, E C(a). Since An a E S(a), there exists y.,+ E An (n_ cl, A,). Since 
(r*,s,)~cl~(A,x{S*})ccl,(U,n Y) 
for each v E p, we have (6). Hence the proof is complete. 0 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 will be used also in the proof of Theorems D and C, 
respectively. 
Proof of (h)+(i). Assume that cr, p E K + 1, A = cf(c-u) = cf(p) s w, and e,‘[A] n 
e;‘[B]g S(A). To prove (i,) (respectively (iJ), assume that (YE A (respectively 
(Y E A) and p g B. If An (Y E S(a) (respectively An a E U(a)) and B n p E S(p), 
then by Lemma 4.2, the space 
Y=(Ana)x(Bnp) (respectively X=(An(a+l))x(Bnp)) 
does not have the weak D(w)-property. Since Y (respectively X) is closed in A x B, 
A x B also fails to have the weak D(w)-property, which contradicts (h). The proof 
of (i3) is quite similar to that of (iz). 0 
Proof of (c)-+(d). Assume that LY, p E K + 1 and A = cf(a) = cf(p) 2 w, . We prove 
that (d,)-(d3) hold. Since (c) implies (h) and the implication (h)+(i) has been 
proved, we have (i), from which (d,) follows. To prove (d,), assume that (Y E A, 
/3 $ B, An a E U(a) and B n p E S(p). Let B, = B n +[A]; then B, E S(p) by (2.1.1). 
Since cf( a) = A, there exists a map 0 : B, + A n a such that O[B,] E U(A n a), and 
0(8)<f3(8’) if S<6’. Put X=(An(a+l))x(Bn/3), and define 
E=cl,{(O(6),6): 8~ B,} and F={cu}x(Bnp). 
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Then E and F are disjoint, closed sets in X. Applying Lemma 2.3 to B,, we can 
easily prove that (cl, U) n F # g for each open set U in X including E. Hence X 
is not normal. Since X is closed in A x B, this contradicts (c). The proof of (d,) is 
quite similar to that of (d2). 0 
To prove the remaining implications of Theorems A and B, we need the following 
lemma. We say that a collection 9 of sets is closed under taking subsets (respectively 
finite unions) if SE 9’ and S’c S (respectively S’E Y) imply YE ?? (respectively 
su SE 9’). 
Lemma 4.3. Let A,B~K, CI,~EK+~, A=cf(a) and /.L=cf(P). Put x= 
(An (CI + 1)) x (B n (p + 1)) and let 9’ be u collection ofsubsets ofX. Assume thud 9 
is closed under taking subsets and each point of X is contained in an open set in P. 
Then there exist CY~E (Y and Bog B such that 
Xn((u0, y ]x(&,c?])E~ foreuchyEAn(a,,,o] 
and each 6 E B n (PO, /?I, (7) 
in each of the following cases (4.3.1) and (4.3.2): 
(4.3.1) CY +Z A, B G B, A 2 w,, p 2 o, and either of the following conditions (4.3.1.1) 
or (4.3.1.2) holds: 
(4.3.1.1) A # p, An a E S(a) and BnP E S(p). 
(4.3.1.2) A = p and e,‘[A] n ei’[B] E S(h). 
(4.3.2) a EA, Bcr B, p>c~, and either of the following conditions (4.3.2.1) or 
(4.3.2.2) holds: 
(4.3.2.1) A # /1 and B n /3 E S(p). 
(4.3.2.2) A = p., e,‘[A] n ei’[B] E S(A) and 9 is closed under takingfinite 
unions. 
Proof. We treat each case separately. 
Case (4.3.1). First, assume that (4.3.1.1) holds and A <p. Put A, = An e,[A]; 
then A, E S(o) by (2.1.1). Let y E A, be fixed. For each 6 E B n p, by our assumption 
on 9, there exist f,(S) < y and g,(6) < 6 such that 
X n ((f,(S), Yl x (g,(S), 61) E 8. 
Since B n p E S(B), by Lemma 2.3, there exist g(y) E /3 and B, E U(B n p) such 
that g,(6) <g(y) for each S E B,. Since cf( y) < A <CL by (2.1.3), there exist f( y) < y 
and B\E U(B,)suchthatf,(6)cf(y)foreach6~B:..Choosesuchf(y)andg(y) 
for each y E A,. Since A, E S(a), by Lemma 2.3 again, there exist (Y(,< (Y and 
A; E U(A,) such that f(y) < CQ for each y E A;. Put PO = sup{g(y): y E A;}. Then 
PO< /3, because IA:/ = A < p. Since 9’ is closed under taking subsets, 
Xn ((a”, Y 1 x (PO, 61) E ??J 
if LY,, < y -C CY and & < S < p. Since a G A and p @ B, cyO and PO are the required ones. 
The proof of the case A > p is similar. 
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Next, assume that (4.3.1.2) holds. Put T = e,‘[A] n e,‘[B]. For each v E T, by 
our assumption, there exists /Z(V) < v such that 
X n ((e,(Mv)), e,(v>lX(ep(h(v)), ep(v>l>E 9.
Since TE S(A), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that there exist A,< A and T’E U(T) 
such that h(y) < A,, for each v E T’. Put (Ye = e,(A,,) and PO = ep(A,). Then q, and 
PO satisfy (7). 
Case (4.3.2). First, assume that (4.3.2.1) holds. Put B, = Bn ep[p]. For each 
S E B, , there exist f(S) < cy and g(S) < S such that 
X f-J ((f(S), aI x k(6), 81) E p’. 
Since B, E S(p), by Lemma 2.3, there exist &,< p and B; E U(B,) such that g(S) <PO 
for each S E B: _ We distinguish two cases. In case A <p, there exist czo < (Y and 
B;’ E U(B;) such that f(S) < (Y” for each SE B;‘. In case A > p, put cyO= 
sup{f(S): S E B:}. Then cy,, < (Y, because 1 B:j = p <A. In any case, q, and & satisfy 
(7). 
Next, assume that (4.3.2.2) holds. Then, similarly to the case where (4.3.1.2) holds, 
we can find CQ E (Y and /3, E /3 such that 
Xn((a,,, Y ]x(p,,S])~g if a,,<y<a andp,<S<p. (8) 
On the other hand, let f( . ), B: and &, be the same as in the proof of the case where 
(4.3.2.1) holds. Then 
Xn((f(S),a]x(P,,,S])ECP if SEB;. (9) 
We can assume that PO> p, . Since B is closed under taking subsets and finite 
unions, (7) follows from (8) and (9). 0 
Let 021 be an open cover of a space X and Y c X. We say that % is shrunk on Y 
if there exists an open cover { V( U): U E C!l} of Y such that cl y V( U) c U for each 
UE %. 
Proof of (d)+(a). Suppose that A x B does not have the shrinking property. Let (Y 
be the least ordinal (Y’E K + 1 for which (Ax B) n ((a’+ 1) x K) fails to have the 
shrinking property and p the least ordinal p’ E K + 1 for which (A x B) n 
(((~+l)x(p’+l)) fails to have the shrinking property. Put X = (AX B)n 
(((~+l)x(/?+l)). Then: 
(1) X does not have the shrinking property; 
(2) for each (Y’< (Y, X n ((a’+ 1) x (p + 1)) has the shrinking property; and 
(3) for each /3’< p, X n ((a + 1) x (p’+ 1)) has the shrinking property. 
By (l), there exists an open cover Q of X which cannot be shrunk. We show the 
existence of CQ < (Y and p,, < j3 such that 
(4) % can be shrunk on X n (((Y”, (Y] x (PO, p]). 
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If we can find such (Y,, and PO, then by (2) and (3), Ou can be shrunk on X and we 
have a contradiction. For this end, let A = cf(Ly) and p = cf(p). Observe that 
(5) Anal U(a) and B~PE U(p); 
(6) if a&A, then Aso, and Ancr~S(a); and 
(7) ifpgB, then paw, and Bn/?ES(P). 
In fact, (5) follows from (2) and (3). To show (6), suppose that (Y g A and either 
how or AnagS( Then, in any case, An(a+l) is expressed as the sum of 
bounded, open and closed subspaces of An a. This combined with (2) implies that 
X has the shrinking property, which contradicts (1). The proof of (7) is similar to 
that of (6). Let 
P={McX: MC U forsome UE%}. 
Then Y is closed under taking subsets and each point of X is contained in an open 
set in Y. Now, we separate the proof into four cases depending on whether LY E A 
or not and whether p E B or not. 
Case 1: LY & A and /3 E B. Then it follows from (5)-(7) that A 2 w,, p 2 w,, 
An a E S(a) and B n p E S(p). Hence, by (d), we have two subcases: (la) A # p; 
and (lb) A = p and e,‘[A] n eJ’[B] E S(A). In both cases, (4.3.1) in Lemma 4.3 
holds, and hence there exist (Ye < a and &, < /3 such that 
(8) X n ((a”, Y ]x(&,s])~Yforeachy~An(a,,a]andeach6~Bn(&,p]. 
To show that c+, and PO satisfy (4), we treat the subcases (la) and (lb) separately. 
Subcase (la): A # p. We only need to consider the case where A < CL, because the 
proof of the opposite case is similar. Define a map f: 011+ [a,, a] by 
for U E %, where the supremum is taken in [(Y”, (~1; thus sup 0 = (Y,,. We distinguish 
three cases (i)-(iii): 
(i) There exists I/ E Ou such that f(U) = a. Then, since (Y g A, X n 
((a”, a] x (PO, p]) c U, which implies that (Y() and PO satisfy (4). 
(ii) f(U)<aforeach U~%andsup{f(U): UE~;)~}=Q.P~~I={~:LY~<Y<(Y}. 
We inductively define transfinite sequences { Y~}~~,, = I and { U,},,, c % satisfying 
(9) sup”EA Yu = c-u; 
(lo) ~n((~o,rulx(Po,Pl)~ U,,; and 
(11) U,# U,,if u<v’. 
Note that, to obtain (9), it suffices to choose yu so that 
(9’) e, ( v) < yy. 
Fix y0 E I with y,, > e, (0) and choose U,, E Ou with f( U,,) > y. . Then by the definition 
off, U, satisfies (10) for v = 0. Let 5 E A and assume that yV and U, satisfying (9’), 
(10) and (11) are defined for all v < 5. Put ya = sup{f( U,): v < 5); then y* < a, 
because cf( a) = A. Choose ye E Z with ye > max{ y* , e,(t)} and U, E 011 with f( UE) > 
ye. Then it is easily checked that (9’), (10) and (11) are satisfied for v = 5 and the 
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induction step is complete. The conditions (9)-(11) imply that (4) is satisfied by cr” 
and PO. 
(iii) sup{f( U): U E 021) < a. Put (Y, = sup{f( U): U E %} and B’= B n (PO, /3]. For 
each 6 E B’, define a map fs : % + [a,, a] by 
fs(U=sup{~: (Y~<Y<Q and Xn((a,, rlxMh,~l)= u) 
for U E %, where sup 0= a,. Then sup{fa( U): U E Q}= CY by (8). Hence, by the 
same argument as in (i) and (ii), we can find C(S)c ((Y,, a] and { U(6, 7): YE 
C( 6)) c % satisfying that 
(12) IC(S)l =G A and sup C(S) = LY; 
(13) X n (((Ye, r] x (PO, S])= U(6, y) for each YE C(6); and 
(14) U(6, y) # U(6, y’) if y f y’. 
To obtain (4), it suffices to find a transfinite sequence {6,},,, = B’ such that 
(15) sup,,, 6, = p; and 
(16) 1/(6,, y) # U(6,,,, y’) if YE C(6,), y’s C(6,,) and p f p’. 
Note that (15) is assured by the inequalities 
(15’) eP(p)~6, for each PEP. 
Define a map g : “u + [PO, p] by 
g(U) = sup16 6 B':X n (((~0, rl x (PO, 61) = U 
for some y with a,<y<cu} 
for U E %, where sup 0 = PO. Then g(U) < /3 for each U E %. In fact, if g(U) = /3, 
then X n ((a,, a,+ I] x (PO, p]) c U, which contradicts the definition of a,. Now, 
we define {6,},,, by transfinite induction. Fix &,E B’ with a,> e,(O). Let (T E /_L and 
assume that 8, satisfying (15’) and (16) are defined for all p < CT. Since A < /-L, it 
follows from the first inequality in (12) that II,__),__ C(6,)( < Ap = p. Thus, if we put 
8, = sup{g( U($,, 7)): YE C(&) and P < 4, 
then 6, </!I. Choose 6, E B’ with 6, > max{6,, eo( a)}. Then S,, satisfies (15’) and 
(16) for p = (T by the definition of g, which completes the induction step. Hence, 
we get the required sequence {a,},,,, c B’. 
Subcase (lb): A = p and e,‘[A] n ep’[ B] E S(A). Choose A,< A with CQ< e,(A,,) 
and&,<ep(A,),andput C={~:A~<v<A}.Defineamap h:OU-+[A,,,Alby 
for U E %, where sup 0 = ho. Then by (8), sup{h( U): U E %> = A. We distinguish 
two cases: 
If h(U)=A forsome U~%,thenXn((rw,,, a] x (PO, /?I) c U, which implies that 
CQ and PO satisfy (4). 
If h( U) < A for each U E Q, then we can define inductively transfinite sequences 
{%1&* c C and { Ue}SEh c % satisfying 
(17) sup<tA vc = A; 
(18) X n ((a~, e,(v,)lx(Po, eD(vF UC; and 
(19) u, # u,, lf 5 < 5'. 
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These mean that (4) is satisfied by crO and PO. 
Case 2: (Y E A and /3 E B. Then it follows from (5)-(7) that p 2 w,, An (Y E U(a) 
and B n p E S(p). Hence, by (d), we have A # p. Since (4.3.2) in Lemma 4.3 holds, 
there exist a,,< (Y and &,< p satisfying the condition (8) above. We show that (4) 
is satisfied by (Y() and PO. Define a map f’: % + [PO, p] by 
f’(U)=sup{6:p,,<6</3 and Xn((a,,,a]x(p,,8])c U} 
for lJ E %, where sup (d = p,,. Then by (8), sup{f’( U): U E %} = p. We distinguish 
two cases: 
Iff’( U) = p for some U E 021, then X n (( cql, a] x (PO, p]) c U, which implies that 
(Y,, and PO satisfy (4). 
Iff’( U) < /3 for each U E Ou, then we can define inductively transfinite sequences 
{%I,,, c (6: PO< 6 < /3> and { UO},,cti = Ou satisfying 
(20) sup,,, s,, = P; 
(21) X n ((a,, aI x (PO, %I) = U, ; and 
(22) U,, # Up. if p < p’. 
These mean that (4) is satified by ag and PO. 
Case 3: (Y ES A and p E B. The proof is quite similar to that of Case 2. 
Case 4: cy E A and p E B. In this case, there exist a,, < a, PO < /3 and U E 011 such 
that X n ((a”, a] x (PO, p]) c U. This implies that (Ye and PO satisfy (4). Hence, the 
proof of (d)+ (a) is complete. 0 
Proof of(i)+(e). The proof is almost identical to that of(d) + (a). The only difference 
is that the open cover % in the present case is assumed to be directed, and in Case 
2 there, we had A #p from (d), but now we have two possibilities from (i): (2a) 
A # p; and (2b) A = w and eJ’[A] n ei’[ B] E S(A). However, 021 being directed, the 
collection 
Y={McX: MC U for some UE%} 
is closed under finite unions. Hence, we can apply Lemma 4.3 to the case (2b) as 
well as (2a), and proceed just as in the proof of (d) + (a). q 
Proof of(i)+(f). Suppose that A x B is not expandable. Then, similarly to the proof 
of (d) + (a), there exist (Y, p E K + 1 such that 
(1’) X is not expandable; 
(2’) for each a’< (Y, X n ((a’+ 1) x (/3 + 1)) is expandable; and 
(3’) for each P’c p, X n ((a + 1) x (/3’+ 1)) is expandable, 
where X = (A x B) n ((a + 1) x (p + 1)). By (l’), there exists a locally finite collection 
9 of closed sets in X which has no locally finite, open expansion. Define 
9 = { M c X: M meets only finitely many members of S}. 
Then 9 is closed under taking subsets and finite unions and each point of X is 
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contained in an open set in 9. It suffices to show that there exist (Y” < (Y and PO < p 
such that 
(4’) X n ((a,,, al x (PO, PI) E p. 
In fact, if there are such (Y,, and PO, then by (2’) and (3’), 9 has a locally finite, 
open expansion and we have a contradiction. Put A = cf((r) and p = cf(p). Then, 
by the same argument as in the proof of (d)+ (a), 
(5’) Anal U(a) and B~PE U(p); 
(6’) if (Y g A, then A > w, and An a E S(a); and 
(7’) if p E B, then p 2 w1 and B n p E S(p). 
First, we consider the case where /3 & B. Then (5’)-(7’) can be combined with (i) 
to yield either (4.3.1) or (4.3.2) in Lemma 4.3 whether Q E A or not. Hence, there 
exist q, < (Y and PO < p such that 
(8’) Xn((~,,y]x(&,,s])~~foreach y~An(a,,,(~]andeach/3~ Bn(p,,/3]. 
By (7’), p ZW, and by (6’), either cz EA or A SW,. From these and the definition 
of 9’, it is easily checked that (8’) implies (4’). 
Second, assume that (Y E A and p E B. Then the proof goes just as in the case 
where aEA and pg B. 
Third, if cy E A and /3 E B, then obviously, there exist q, < (Y and PO < p satisfying 
(4’). Hence, the proof is complete. 0 
We turn to the proof of Theorems C and D. 
Proof of Theorem C. The implication (a”) + (b”) is obvious, because a space having 
the D(A)-property has the weak D(A)-property. To prove that (b”) + (cl’), suppose 
that AES(K), BES(K) and AnBES(K). Since K is regular, AnB=e;‘[A]n 
e,‘[ B] by the definition of eK. Hence, it follows from the second statement of 
Lemma 4.2 that A x B fails to have the weak D(A)-property. This contradicts (b”). 
It remains to prove that (c)o + (a”). We separate the proof into four cases depending 
on whether A or B is in S(K) or not. 
Case 1: A G S(K) and B G S(K). Then A (respectively B) can be expressed as the 
sum of bounded, open and closed subspaces of A (respectively B). Hence, it suffices 
to show that K x L has the D(A)-property for any bounded subspaces K, L of K. 
To do this, let u21= { Uv}uih be a monotone increasing open cover of K x L. Since 
1 K x LI G A and A is regular, we can inductively construct a shrinking of 011. 
Case 2: A so S(K) and BE S(K). Then by the same reason as above, it suffices to 
show that K x B has the D(A)-property for any bounded subspace K of K. Let 
021 =1 U”jYL* be a monotone increasing open cover of K x B. Let y E K be fixed for 
a while. Then cf( y) < K, because K is a cardinal. Hence, applying Lemma 2.3 to B, 
we can findf(y)<y, g(y)<K and h(y)~A such that 
(K x B) n (MY), rl x (My), ~1) c U,,C~,. 
Choose such f( y), g(y) and h(y) for each y E K. Put PO = sup,,, K g(y); then PO < K, 
because 1 KI <K = cf(K) (cf. [7, Ch. 1, Lemma 10.371). Since IKI s A and % is 
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monotone increasing, we can assume that the map h : K + A is injective. Hence, % 
can be shrunk on K x (B n (PO, K]). On the other hand, by Case 1, Ou can be shrunk 
on K x (B n (PO+ 1)). From these, it follows that 011 can be shrunk on A x B. 
Case 3: A E S(K) and BE S(K). The proof goes just like that of Case 2. 
Case 4: A E S(K) and BE S(K). Then by (cl’), An BE S(K). Let 011 = { U,,},)vth be 
a monotone increasing open cover of A x B. By using Lemma 2.3, we can find (Y” E K 
such that 
for each -~EC, where C=AnBn(q, K] and f(r)~h. Since ICI=K>h, there 
exists [E A such that If-‘([)1 = K, which implies that 
(A x B) n (q, K]’ c U,. 
Thus, 011 can be shrunk on (A x B) n (a(), K]?. On the other hand, by Cases 1, 2 and 
3 above, Ou can be shrunk on (A x B) - ( atI, K]‘. From these, it follows that %! can 
be shrunk on A x B. Hence the proof is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem D. If An B F! S(K), then it follows from Lemma 4.1 that A x B 
has a discrete, closed subset D with IDI = K. Hence, AX B is not K-Compact. To 
prove the converse, assume that A n B E S(K), and let S c A x B with ISI = K. If there 
exists y E K such that S n (y, K]’ = (d, then either 
ISn({a}xB)l=~ forsome SEA 
or 
lSn(Ax{P})l=~ for some PE B. 
In any case, S has an accumulation point, because A and B are K-COrnpaCt. If 
S n (‘y, K]’ # 0 for each y E K, then by Lemma 2.3, it is easily checked that the set 
C={YEK:(Y,y)EcL,,,S) 
is in C(K). Since An BE S(K), An B n C # 0. Choose an accumulation point 6 of 
An B n C, then (6, 8) is an accumulation point of S in A x B. Hence, A x B is 
K-compact. 0 
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